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STAIR CLIMBING TROLLEY - ZONZINI

Description

SAFE AND STABLE: DESIGNED FOR ANY KIND OF STAIRS

With Domino, you can go up and down any type of staircase easily and
safely.
It can travel over any type of flooring thanks to its special non-staining and
non-scratching crawler tracks.
Domino can also be used outdoors on uneven surfaces such as grass,
gravel, dirt etc., without requiring the operator to keep the load balanced.

AUTOMATIC MODE

“With the new Automatic feature, DOMINO automatically tilts the load on
the stair; the operator simply has to drive it through the joystick. So much
technology to make transport easier and safer than ever.
With DOMINO Automatic the operator can choose at any time whether
and when to switch to manual mode.

EQUIPPED WITH INDEPENDENT CRAWLER TRACKS WITH 360°
ROTATION

The independent crawler tracks with double electric motor guarantee
maximum manoeuvring comfort even in narrow spaces. It is operated with
a proportional joystick. It is easy-to-use and intuitive.

NO FATIGUE FOR THE OPERATOR

The weight is always distributed evenly on the staircase, so that the
operator does not have to keep the trolley balanced. Thanks to its special
crawler tracks, the load always remains safe, with no risk of slipping.

For more information can view the video Link:

youtu.be/0Lb2sZVmPsM

Additional Details

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 758 / 958

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 758 / 958

Description

A3 BW MFP
bizhub 758 / 958: 75 / 95 ppm
Max. paper capacity: 6,650 sheets
Scanning speed: 240 / 120 opm
Print resolution: 1,200 x 1,200 dpi
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Recommended for: CRD environment or large and mid-sized offices with
demanding office environments that need a central MFP with speedy
output with robust security features and flexibility.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 654E

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 654E

Description

A3 BW MFP 
bizhub 654e : 65 ppm
Recommended for: CRD environment or large and mid-sized offices with
demanding office environments that need a central MFP with speedy
output with robust security features and flexibility.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 558 / 458

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 558 / 458

Description

A3 BW MFP
bizhub 558 : 55 ppm
bizhub 458 : 45 ppm
Recommended for: CRD environment or large and mid-sized offices with
demanding office environments that need a central MFP with speedy
output with robust security features and flexibility.

LACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 554E / 454E / 364E / 284E

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 554E / 454E /
364E / 284E

Description

A3 MFP
284e: 28 BW ppm
364e: 36 BW ppm
454e: 45 BW ppm
554e: 55 BW ppm
Recommended for small to mid sized offices with growing workloads and
business.
bizhub C554e is designed for speed and productivity with B&W printing.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 367 / 287

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 367 / 287

Description

A3 BW MFP 
bizhub 367: 36 ppm
bizhub 287: 28 ppm
Recommended for: small to mid-sized office with growing workloads or
has many departments.
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BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 226 / 206

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB 226 / 206

Description

A3 BW MFP 
bizhub 226: 22 ppm
bizhub 206: 20 ppm
Colour scanning
Recommended for: Small workgroup (3-9 persons) or offices looking to
improve productivity, enhance operability and increase document security.

KONICA MINOLTA COLOUR MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
BIZHUB C754E/C654E

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB C754E/C654E

Description

A3 MFP
C754e: 60 colour / 75 B&W ppm
C654e: 60 colour / 65 B&W ppm
Recommended for: CRD environment or large and mid-sized offices

KONICA MINOLTA COLOUR MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
BIZHUB C658/C558/C458

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB C658/C558/C458

Description

A3 MFP
C658: 65 colour / 65 B&W ppm
C558: 55 colour / 55 B&W ppm
C458: 45 colour / 45 B&W ppm
Recommended for: CRD environment or large and mid-sized offices

KONICA MINOLTA COLOUR MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
BIZHUB C368 / C308 / C258

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB C368 / C308 /
C258

Description

A3 Colour MFP C368: 36 colour / 36 BW ppm
C308: 30 colour / 30 BW ppm
C258: 25 colour / 25 BW ppm
Recommended for: Small-to-mid-sized offices with growing workloads or
many departments
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KONICA MINOLTA COLOUR MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
BIZHUB C287 / C227

KONICA MINOLTA BIZHUB C287 / C227

Description

A3 Colour MFP 
C287: 28 colour / BW ppm
C227: 22 colour / BW ppm
Recommended for: Small-to-mid sized offices with growing workloads or
many departments.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
RICOH MP 305+ SPF

RICOH MP 305+ SPF

Description

A compact MFP but with A3 capabilities

The MP 305+ SP and MP 305+ SPF are smart, compact A4 monochrome
MFPs with A3 capability that are ideal for small to medium-sized offices.
With great usability functions like the Smart Operation Panel, you get all
the advantages and the compact footprint of an A4 MFP but with A3
printing capabilities. Printing at 30ppm these devices are versatile,
extremely quiet and they’re both ideal if you’re looking for inexpensive A3
printing solutions without losing valuable office space that a traditional A3
MFP would occupy.

Super compact design A3 print, copy, scan, and fax capabilities in a
compact A4 footprint
10.1” Smart operation panel provides intuitive operation
Offer near-silent operation for a more comfortable working environment
Inexpensive to run with an all-in-one solution-ready configuration

B&W MULTIFUNCTIONALS
MP 6503SP/MP 7503SP/MP 9003SP

RICOH MP 6503SP/MP 7503SP/MP 9003SP

Description

Smart technology. Supreme performance.

Transform your office with a professional-quality device that’s designed for
environments that never stop. The MP 6503SP/MP 7503SP/MP 9003SP
offers 65/75/90ppm print speed as well as outstanding reliability,
productivity and functionality that helps smooth your business-level
workflow. The 10.1 inch Smart Operation Panel allows for much more
intuitive document management and also ensures locked-down security
for your total output. This is combined with extended software capabilities
including integration with a range of our workflow enhancing technologies
like Streamline NX, GlobalScan NX, and RICOH Scan CX – so your
business is always productive and connected.
CopyPrintScanFaxA3

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 2554SP

RICOH MP 2554SP
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B&W MULTIFUNCTIONALS MP 3054SP

RICOH MP 3054SP

Description

Highly reliable A3 black & white multi function device

Your organization is unique. Just like the way you conduct business. So
why handle document management in the same way as everybody else
does?
 
RICOH MP 4054SP serie A3 black & white multifunction device (MFD) is
designed for busy mid- to large-sized offices. This MFD helps you print,
copy and share a wide range of documents. Use it as your information
portal and connect to cloud services and applications directly from the
operation panel. Monitor usage, energy consumption, operating costs and
more with powerful administration tools. Add this compact device to your
Ricoh Managed Document Service (MDS) programme to reduce costs
across your company via advanced document handling. Available in a
wide range of configurations, this model matches your requirements and
enhance your output from creation to finish.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 2501SP

RICOH MP 2501SP

Description

Solutions-ready Multifunctional for growing businesses and workgroups

The MP 2501SP is a versatile A3 mono MFP for busy workgroups.
Packed with class-leading features, it offers impressive productivity and
low running costs. A colour scanner, automatic two-sided printing and ID
Card copy come as standard. And, for ease of use, there's an intuitive
colour touchscreen. A GWNX controller and optional HDD add everything
from secure print to solutions integration. On its own or in a managed
fleet, the MFP gives you the flexibility to transform document processes.
Now or in the future as your needs change.
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BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 2001SP

RICOH MP 2001SP

Description

Solutions-ready Multifunctional for growing businesses and workgroups

The MP 2001SP is a versatile A3 mono MFP for busy workgroups.
Packed with class-leading features, it offers impressive productivity and
low running costs. A colour scanner, automatic two-sided printing and ID
Card copy come as standard. And, for ease of use, there's an intuitive
colour touchscreen. A GWNX controller and optional HDD add everything
from secure print to solutions integration. On its own or in a managed
fleet, the MFP gives you the flexibility to transform document processes.
Now or in the future as your needs change.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS MP 2001L

RICOH MP 2001L

Description

Economical and productive MFP for busy workgroups

The Ricoh MP 2001L supports more efficient ways of working. With A3
printing, copying and colour scanning as standard, they do the work of
several machines. Yet take up a fraction of the space and are more
energy-efficient and economical to run. Perfect for busy workgroups, it is
also highly productive. Fast print speeds and a rapid first page to print
keep work flowing, while multi-tasking prevents bottlenecks. The colour
scanner gives you scope to enhance processes further through electronic
workflows and paperless archiving. Offering advanced features and
economical operation, the Ricoh MP 2001L is ideal devices for the modern
workplace.

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 6054SP

RICOH MP 6054SP

Description

Highly reliable A3 black & white multi function device

Your organization is unique. Just like the way you conduct business. So
why handle document management in the same way as everybody else
does?

RICOH MP 6054 serie A3 black & white multifunction device (MFD) is
designed for busy mid- to large-sized offices. This MFD helps you print,
copy and share a wide range of documents. Use it as your information
portal and connect to cloud services and applications directly from the
operation panel. Monitor usage, energy consumption, operating costs and
more with powerful administration tools. Add this compact device to your
Ricoh Managed Document Service (MDS) programme to reduce costs
across your company via advanced document handling. Available in a
wide range of configurations, this model matches your requirements and
enhance your output from creation to finish.

Time-saving: rapid recovery from sleep mode and a fast first print speed 
Highly productive: print at up to 60 pages per minute
Ease of use: choice of two operating panels (9-inch/10.1-inch*)
Cost-saving: low energy consumption
Flexible: wide range of models to meet all your needs
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BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 5054SP

RICOH MP 5054SP

Description

Highly reliable A3 black & white multi function device

Your organization is unique. Just like the way you conduct business. So
why handle document management in the same way as everybody else
does?
 
RICOH MP 5054SP serie A3 black & white multifunction device (MFD) are
designed for busy mid- to large-sized offices. This MFD helps you print,
copy and share a wide range of documents. Use it as your information
portal and connect to cloud services and applications directly from the
operation panel. Monitor usage, energy consumption, operating costs and
more with powerful administration tools. Add this compact device to your
Ricoh Managed Document Service (MDS) programme to reduce costs
across your company via advanced document handling. Available in a
wide range of configurations, this model matches your requirements and
enhance your output from creation to finish.

Time-saving: rapid recovery from sleep mode and a fast first print speed 
Highly productive: print at up to 50 pages per minute.
Ease of use: choice of two operating panels (9-inch/10.1-inch*)
Cost-saving: low energy consumption
Flexible: wide range of models to meet all your needs

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS
MP 4054SP

RICOH MP 4054SP

Description

Highly reliable A3 black & white multi function device

Your organization is unique. Just like the way you conduct business. So
why handle document management in the same way as everybody else
does?
 
RICOH MP 4054SP serie A3 black & white multifunction device (MFD) is
designed for busy mid- to large-sized offices. This MFD helps you print,
copy and share a wide range of documents. Use it as your information
portal and connect to cloud services and applications directly from the
operation panel. Monitor usage, energy consumption, operating costs and
more with powerful administration tools. Add this compact device to your
Ricoh Managed Document Service (MDS) programme to reduce costs
across your company via advanced document handling. Available in a
wide range of configurations, this model matches your requirements and
enhance your output from creation to finish.

Time-saving: rapid recovery from sleep mode and a fast first print speed 
Highly productive: print at up to 40 pages per minute
Ease of use: choice of two operating panels (9-inch/10.1-inch*)
Cost-saving: low energy consumption
Flexible: wide range of models to meet all your needs

BLACK & WHITE MULTI-FUNCTION PRINTERS MP 2501L

RICOH MP 2501L

Description
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Economical and productive MFP for busy workgroups

The Ricoh MP 2001L supports more efficient ways of working. With A3
printing, copying and colour scanning as standard, it does the work of
several machines. Yet take up a fraction of the space and are more
energy-efficient and economical to run. Perfect for busy workgroups, it is
also highly productive. Fast print speeds and a rapid first page to print
keep work flowing, while multi-tasking prevents bottlenecks. The colour
scanner gives you scope to enhance processes further through electronic
workflows and paperless archiving. Offering advanced features and
economical operation, the Ricoh MP 2001L is ideal device for the modern
workplace.

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS MP C2504SP

RICOH MP C2504SP

Description

Choose the smartest way to share your best ideas.

With the RICOH® MP C2504SP, you can customize the way you work
with iconic automated shortcuts, user-specific security controls and
fingertip access to critical information via our solution-focused, Workstyle
Innovation Technology. Use the intuitive touchscreen control panel to print
impressive full-color documents. Scan and distribute originals to anyone,
anywhere in moments. Access information easily from the Cloud. What’s
more, you can do it all from your smartphone or tablet. Place this
affordable, compact device in smaller, shared office environments, so
your entire workgroup can manage every job — from start to finish — with
speed, accuracy and accountability.

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS MP C2004SP

RICOH MP C2004SP

Description

Choose the smartest way to share your best ideas. 

With the RICOH® MP C2004SP, you can customize the way you work
with iconic automated shortcuts, user-specific security controls and
fingertip access to critical information via our solution-focused, Workstyle
Innovation Technology. Use the intuitive touchscreen control panel to print
impressive full-color documents. Scan and distribute originals to anyone,
anywhere in moments. Access information easily from the Cloud. What’s
more, you can do it all from your smartphone or tablet. Place this
affordable, compact device in smaller, shared office environments, so
your entire workgroup can manage every job — from start to finish — with
speed, accuracy and accountability.

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS
MP C4504SP / MP C6004SP

RICOH MP C4504SP / MP C6004SP

Description

Improved productivity. Innovate your workplace.

Balance powerful performance and customized convenience with
affordability. The Ricoh MP C4504SP/MP C6004SP feature Workstyle
Innovation Technology, so you can customize your own automated
workflows to reduce manual tasks. Print colourful output at up to 45 & 60
pages per minute respectively. Share them with anybody instantly via
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one-touch scanning workflows, tailored shortcuts and mobile convenience.

Use flick, pinch and swipe motions to navigate the intuitive touchscreen 
Customize your own automated workflows to reduce manual tasks
Print and share information on the go via your personal mobile device
Eco-friendly features to lower operating cost

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS
MP C3004SP/MP C3504SP

RICOH MP C3004SP/MP C3504SP

Description

Reinventing office life with Workstyle Innovation Technology

The Ricoh MP C3004SP/MP C3504SP offer intuitive controls, and a user
interface that streamlines your workflow. A wide range of apps to suit
many different working styles. And support for new ways to leverage your
business data, even when you’re away from the office

Use the intuitive touchscreen to multitask with a single flick, pinch or
swipe. 
Create customized workflows to expedite everyday tasks 
Reduce operating costs with a wide range of eco-friendly features.
New motion sensor technology promotes fast system recovery.

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS MP C307SPF

RICOH MP C307SPF

Description

Powerful solutions at your fingertips. 

At Ricoh, we aim to optimise efficiency and simplify workflow for your daily
office tasks. These compact A4 color multifunction products are designed
to offer powerful solutions to streamline your workflow. Control job-specific
applications and get quick access to the functions you need most with the
intuitive, touch-screen Smart Operation Panel. All models come complete
with a robust Intel® processor and highspeed Single-Pass Document
Feeder (SPDF), maximising your office performance and productivity.

RICOH COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONALS MP C306ZSPF

MP C306ZSPF

Description

Simplify complex jobs with a handy touch & swipe operation panel

Get the most from your office space and benefit from a quick, lasting
return on your investment with Ricoh’s new smart A4 colour MFPs.
Designed for fast operation and easy integration with your existing
document workflows, this MFP series features a large, intuitive control
panel that’s as simple and convenient to use as a tablet, combined with
the ability to handle many of the functionalities and workflows of a large
A3 MFP. But these MFPs do more than enhance productivity. They
eliminate the need for you to invest in extra space for the functionalities
you need. Their small footprint and quiet operation mean they can be
placed anywhere without distracting employees or interrupting meetings.
And to help you save even more costs, while reducing your carbon
footprint, Ricoh has made them amazingly energy-efficient. 

Easy to use: intuitive tablet-style operation Productive: seamless
integration into your document workflows, saving time and costs
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Space-saving: more functionality from your valuable office space
Energy-efficient: reduced electricity costs and environmental impact
Quiet: can be placed anywhere without disturbing meetings or employees

Brand CANON
Price MYR 7,400.00
MODEL MF810Cdn

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF810Cdn

Description

Full featured 4-in-1 colour multifunction printer for business

Features:

Designed to meet the office's document needs, the imageCLASS
MF810Cdn packs many powerful features in a compact footprint. 

- Print, Scan, Copy, Fax, Gigabit ethernet
- Print Speed (A4: Mono / Colour): up to 25ppm
- Max. paper input capacity of up to 1,200 sheets
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 1,250 - 5,000 pages

Fast, High Quality Prints

With a print speed of up to 25ppm in both monochrome and colour, the
imageCLASS MF810Cdn features a new colour management which
produces vibrate printouts in just 13.5 seconds.

Vari-angle Colour Touch Screen LCDNew!

The imageCLASS MF810Cdn features an intuitive 3.5" colour touch
screen panel with hard keys. The operation panel has a vari-angle
mechanism which allows greater viewing flexibility.

Ideal for High Volume Print Jobs

With the optional cassette pedestal, the imageCLASS MF810Cdn can
increase its paper input capacity to a staggering 1,200 sheets, capable of
handling the most demanding print jobs.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 

Secure Print

The native Secure Print feature allows users to print confidential
documents securely at no extra costs, preventing confidential printouts
from being left unattended.

Enhanced Productivity

Boost your workplace productivity with features such as scan to email,
direct PDF printing from USB memory and one-touch ID Card Copy. The
Gigabit ethernet minimizes data transfer times required for large print jobs.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 2,490.00
MODEL MF729Cx

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF729Cx

Description

Powerful 4-in-1 Colour Multifunction Printer for your managed print
environment

Features:

The MF729Cx enables you to work smarter and more efficiently without
any compromise in quality or performance: 

- Print, Scan, Copy, Fax
- Print Speed (A4): up to 20ppm (Mono/Colour)
- Ethernet / Wireless connectivity, 50-sheet DADF
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 750 - 2,000 pages

Impressive Print Speeds with On-Demand Fixing

With Canon's proprietary On-Demand Fixing Technology, the MF729Cx
delivers monochrome and colour prints at speeds of up to 20 pages per
minute (ppm), with a first printout time in a mere 14.5 seconds

Intuitive Colour Touch Screen InterfaceNew!

Featuring a 3.5-inch colour touch screen inteface, you can add your
favourite Copy/Print settings as shortcuts, and rearrange the sequence of
the shortcuts to your preference, allowing for quick access and user
convenience.

Scalable and Versatility

The MF729Cx has an optional 250-sheet paper cassette to expand its
input paper capacity to a maximum 550 sheets. The device also comes
with PCL and Adobe Postscript 3™ for added compatibility with different
business applications and print environment.

Mobile Printing with NFC New!

Enjoy hassle-free printing or scanning on your mobile device with the
Canon PRINT Business app. The NFC feature makes mobile printing
even easier, with just a simple tap to print. Find out more.

Secure Printing

The native Secure Print feature allows you to print confidential documents
securely at no additional costs, preventing confidential printouts from
being left unattended.

Seamless Integration with uniFLOW New!

The MF729Cx, with its embedded uniFLOW support, allows it to be
integrated into any existing uniFLOW managed print environment. You
can enjoy the benefits of uniFLOW, such as Print Anywhere, on the
device.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,660.00
MODEL MF628Cw

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF628Cw

Description

Versatile 4-in-1 Colour Multifunction Printer for the modern business

Features:

The MF628Cw delivers reliable print performance and high-quality prints
in a compact design:
- Print, Scan, Copy, Fax
- Print Speed (A4): up to 14ppm (Mono/Colour)
- Ethernet / Wireless connectivity, 50-sheet ADF
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 250 - 1,000 pages

Fast Printouts with On-Demand Fixing

With Canon's proprietary On-Demand Fixing Technology, the MF628Cw
delivers monochrome and colour prints at speeds of up to 14 pages per
minute (ppm), with a first printout time in as quick as 18 seconds.

Intuitive Colour Touch Screen InterfaceNew!

Featuring a 3.5-inch colour touch screen interface, you can add your
favourite Copy/Print settings as shortcuts, and rearrange the sequence of
the shortcuts to your preference, allowing for quick access and user
convenience.

Wireless Freedom

Do away with unsightly cables as the MF628Cw has the option to share
the printer wirelessly within your network.

For the Mobile Workforce

Enjoy hassle-free printing or scanning on your mobile device with the
Canon PRINT Business app. Printing via Airprint™ and Mopria™ is also
supported on the device. Find out more.

Send with Ease

With Canon's Send Technology, you can easily scan documents and send
them to one or more destinations. Digitize your paper document and send
them to shared folders for convenient data access and management.

Minimal Maintenance

With the photosensitive drum, toner reservoir and waste toner combined
into an all-in-one toner cartridge, replacement and maintenance is easy as
replacing the cartridge when toner is depleted.

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF621Cn
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,350.00
MODEL MF621Cn

Description

Versatile 3-in-1 Colour Multifunction Printer for the modern business

Features:

The MF621Cn delivers reliable print performance and high-quality prints in
a compact design: Print, Scan, Copy
Print Speed (A4): up to 14ppm (Mono/Colour)
Ethernet connectivity
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 250 - 1,000 pages

Fast Printouts with On-Demand Fixing

With Canon's proprietary On-Demand Fixing Technology, the MF621Cn
delivers monochrome and colour prints at speeds of up to 14 pages per
minute (ppm), with a first printout time in as quick as 18 seconds..

Intuitive Colour Touch Screen InterfaceNew!

Featuring a 3.5-inch colour touch screen interface, you can add your
favourite Copy/Print settings as shortcuts, and rearrange the sequence of
the shortcuts to your preference, allowing for quick access and user
convenience.

Network connectivity

Work faster and more efficiently by sharing the printer in your network
with the wired Ethernet support on the MF621Cn.

For the Mobile Workforce

Enjoy hassle-free printing or scanning on your mobile device with the
Canon PRINT Business app. Printing via Airprint™ and Mopria™ is also
supported on the device. Find out more.

Minimal Maintenance

With the photosensitive drum, toner reservoir and waste toner combined
into an all-in-one toner cartridge, replacement and maintenance is easy as
replacing the cartridge when toner is depleted.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 3,980.00
MODEL MF515x

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF515x

Description

Accelerate Your Business Printing 

Features:

Mono MFP with Advanced Features for Increased Productivity
- Print speed (A4): up to 40ppm
- FPOT (A4): 7.6 secs
- Max. Paper Input Capacity: Up to 1,600 sheets
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 1,000 - 5,000 pages

Automatic Duplex Printing

Do your part for the environment with the automatic duplex printing
feature. Print on both sides to reduce paper wastage while reducing the
carbon footprint and operational costs.

Scan Legal-Sized Documents

Fitted with the Legal-sized (215.9 x 355.6mm) platen, users are able to
scan up to Legal or Foolscap-sized documents from the platen glass.

Expandable Paper Capacity

On top of a standard 500-sheets cassette and 100-sheets multipurpose
tray, up to 2 optional 500-sheets cassettes can be added for expanded
paper handling, giving it a total input capacity of 1,600 sheets, minimizing
the need for frequent replenishments.

Secure Print

Manage the level of confidentiality of sensitive documents with the Secure
Print function. Print jobs will be held safe in memory until authentication
code is entered into the device.

User Friendly Interface

Featuring a 3.5-inch colour touch screen inteface, you can customize
frequently accessed Copy / Print settings as shortcut buttons and arrange
them accordingly to your preference.

Wireless Printing

Connect seamlessly with this Wi-Fi, network ready printer. Set up a
wireless network for multiple users instantly with just one-touch of the
WPS button on the printer and router.

Mobile Printing Solutions

business solution, you can print documents, photos, web pages and
emails all with just one app. 

uniFLOW Compatible

MF515x supports uniFLOW output management solution, allowing you to
track print jobs to individuals, departments, as well as providing user
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based reporting.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 3,100.00
MODEL MF416dw

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF416dw

Description

Benchmark of Business Printing

Features:

Accelerated print speeds and higher yields, geared to boost work
productivity in the office. - Print speed (A4): up to 33ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.3 secs or less
- Max. Paper Input Capacity: Up to 800 sheets
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 750 - 3,000 pages

Automatic Duplex Printing

Do your part for the environment with the automatic duplex printing
feature. Print on both sides to reduce paper wastage while reducing the
carbon footprint and operational costs.

Wireless Printing

Connect seamlessly with this Wi-Fi, network ready printer. Set up a
wireless network for multiple users instantly with just one-touch of the
WPS button on the printer and router.

User Friendly Interface

Featuring a 3.5-inch colour touch screen inteface, you can customize
frequently accessed Copy / Print settings as shortcut buttons and arrange
them accordingly to your preference.

Secure Print

Manage the level of confidentiality of sensitive documents with the Secure
Print function. Print jobs will be held safe in memory until authentication
code is entered into the device.

High-Capacity Paper Handling

Other than the standard 250-sheets cassette and 50-sheets multi-purpose
tray, the total paper input capacity can be expanded to a maximum of 800
sheets with the optional paper feeder, minimizing the need for frequent
replenishments.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,530.00
MODEL MF249dw

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF249dw

Description

Feature-rich All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan, Fax) with wireless
connectivity

Features:

Save time by copying and scanning on two-sided conveniently, courtesy
of the duplex automatic document feeder.
- Print Speed (A4): up to 27ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,500 pages

Auto-Duplex Printing

Stay productive with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save time,
save paper and save the environment by printing double-sided
documents.

50-sheet Auto Document Feeder

A 50-sheet Duplex Auto Document Feeder (DADF) performs automated
batch copying, scanning, or faxing of 2-sided document originals.

Built-In PCL Language

The MF249dw comes standard with PCL language, enabling the printer to
work with a wide range of business applications.

Vari-Angle Operation Panel
     
Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.
     

One-Touch Solution Keys

Tap on the convenience of One-Touch Solution Keys, which are task-
dedicated buttons that simplify operations with minimal button-pushing for
frequently performed tasks.
     

Direct Connection

The imageCLASS MF249dw has built in Access Point capability, enabling
easy connection to mobile devices without a router.

Wireless Connectivity

The imageCLASS MF249dw has wireless connectivity, allowing you to
connect the printer wirelessly within your network and do away with
unsightly cables.

SEND Technology
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Take advantage of Canon's SEND technology by scanning and sending
documents to email or shared folder, increasing the efficiency of
document exchange in your office.

Greater Mobility Anywhere

Armed with a suite of Canon applications as well as support for third party
print solutions, you can now print and scan directly from your smartphone
or tablet without the use of a computer.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,390.00
MODEL MF246dn

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF246dn

Description

Feature-rich All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan, Fax) with duplex and
network

Features: 

With built-in duplex printing engine, the imageCLASS MF246dn increases
productivity, at the same time save paper and printing cost.
- Print Speed (A4): up to 27ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,500 pages

Auto-Duplex Printing

Stay productive with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save time,
save paper and save the environment by printing double-sided
documents.

35-sheet Auto Document Feeder

A 35-sheet Auto Document Feeder (ADF) performs automated batch
copying, scanning, or faxing of multi-page document originals.

Built-In PCL Language

The MF246dn comes standard with PCL language, enabling the printer to
work with a wide range of business applications

SEND Technology

Take advantage of Canon's SEND technology by scanning and sending
documents to email or shared folder, increasing the efficiency of
document exchange in your office.

Network Printing

Printing within small workgroups and offices is made easy with the
mageCLASS printers’ embedded networking standards. With built-in LAN,
the printer makes it convenient and effortless to share print resources with
other users on the same network.

Greater Mobility Anywhere

Armed with a suite of Canon applications as well as support for third party
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print solutions, you can now print and scan directly from your smartphone
or tablet without the use of a computer.

Vari-Angle Operation Panel

Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 970.00
MODEL MF235

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF235

Description

Compact All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan, Fax) with ADF

Features:

Packed with user-friendly features, the imageCLASS MF235 lets you
achieve high-quality monochrome prints at up-to 1200 x 1200dpi for
brilliant text and image document. 

- Print speed (A4): up to 23ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,000 pages

Vari-Angle Operation Panel     
 
Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.
    

 One-Touch Solution Keys

Tap on the convenience of One-Touch Solution Keys, which are task-
dedicated buttons that simplify operations with minimal button-pushing for
frequently performed tasks.
    

 

Touch Screen LCD

The 6-line monochrome touch panel is responsive and intuitive to operate.
User may also customize the Home Menu page by assigning the
frequently used function to be located in front page for easy navigation.

35-sheet Auto Document Feeder

A 35-sheet Auto Document Feeder (ADF) performs automated batch
copying, scanning, or faxing of multi-page document originals.
 

All-in-One Cartridge System

Save time, effort and money with Canon's All-in-One toner cartridges.
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Combining the photosensitive drum, toner and waster toner container into
one compact unit, you can be assured of continuous high quality printouts
and fuss-free replacement of the cartridges in the shortest time possible.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 830.00
MODEL MF241d

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF241d

Description

Compact All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan) with duplex

Features:

With built-in duplex printing engine, the imageCLASS MF241d increases
your productivity, at the same time save paper and printing cost. - Print
Speed (A4): up to 27ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,000 pages

Auto-Duplex Printing

Stay productive with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save time,
save paper and save the environment by printing double-sided
documents.

Vari-Angle Operation Panel

Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.
     

One-Touch Solution Keys

Tap on the convenience of One-Touch Solution Keys, which are task-
dedicated buttons that simplify operations with minimal button-pushing for
frequently performed tasks.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Save time, effort and money with Canon's All-in-One toner cartridges.
Combining the photosensitive drum, toner and waster toner container into
one compact unit, you can be assured of continuous high quality printouts
and fuss-free replacement of the cartridges in the shortest time possible.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 830.00
MODEL MF232w

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF232w

Description

Compact All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan) with wireless connectivity

Features:

Enhance your productivity with this compact and user-friendly
monochrone laser print which prints up to 23ppm (A4), with the first
printout in less than 6 seconds. With both wired and wireless network
capabilities, it facilitates the easy sharing of files and other resources.
- Print speed (A4): up to 23ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,000 pages

Vari-Angle Operation Panel

Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.
     

One-Touch Solution Keys

Tap on the convenience of One-Touch Solution Keys, which are task-
dedicated buttons that simplify operations with minimal button-pushing for
frequently performed tasks.
     

Direct Connection

The imageCLASS MF232w has built in Access Point capability, enabling
easy connection to mobile devices without a router.

Wireless Connectivity

The imageCLASS MF232w has wireless connectivity, increasing your
productivity and allowing you to print from almost anywhere in your home
or office.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Save time, effort and money with Canon's All-in-One toner cartridges.
Combining the photosensitive drum, toner and waster toner container into
one compact unit, you can be assured of continuous high quality printouts
and fuss-free replacement of the cartridges in the shortest time possible.

Greater Mobility Anywhere

Armed with a suite of Canon applications as well as support for third party
print solutions, you can now print and scan directly from your smartphone
or tablet without the use of a computer.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,150.00
MODEL MF217w

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF217w

Description

Premium All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan, Fax) with wireless

Features:

The MF217w is easy to connect and share. It is a breeze to operate the
Print, Copy, Scan and Fax activity from the 6-line monochrome Touch
Screen LCD.
- Print resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Wired LAN, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n with WPS Push Button mode
- Enabled for Canon Mobile Printing, Mobile Scanning for Business,
AirPrint™, Google Cloud Print™, Mopria™ and Canon Print Service
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,000 pages

One-Touch Solution Keys

Task-dedicated Solution Keys on the imageCLASS MF217w further
simplify operations with minimal button-pushing.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 

All-in-One Toner Cartridge 337New!

The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge 337 integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making cartridge replacements easy.

Connectivity

Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n wireless network connectivity along with 10/100 Base-
T/TX Ethernet support is available. Setting up the device on a secured
wireless network is easy with the WPS push-button mode.

Touch Screen LCDNew!

6-line monochrome touch panel is sensitive to touch and intuitive to
operate. User may also customize the Home Menu page with the
frequently used function located in front page for easy navigation.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 540.00
MODEL MF3010

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF3010

Description

Features:

The ideal print, scan, copy solution for the home office
Compact and reliable, the imageCLASS MF3010 is the ideal home-office
multi-function printer.
- Print speed (A4): up to 18ppm
- Print, Scan, Copy
- FPOT (A4): 7.8secs.
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 250 - 1,000 pages

On Demand Fixing Technology

Canon's proprietary On-Demand Fixing Technology transfers heat directly
to the ceramic heating element, reducing warm-up time to the bare
minimum and enabling a quick first print.

Stylish Operation Panel

The imageCLASS MF3010 features a new operation panel design that
integrates seamlessly with the body of the device. The stylish and user-
friendly layout enables easy operation of the device.

Minimal Maintenance

The imageCLASS MF3010 uses the all-in-one Toner Cartridge 325. The
Canon all-in-one toner cartridge design integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit, and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making toner replacements easy.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,120.00
MODEL MF244dw

CANON LASER MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER
MF244dw

Description

Feature-rich All-in-One (Print, Copy, Scan) with duplex, auto
document feeder and wireless connection

Features:

Offers high quality output, outstanding capabilities and reliability that is
ideal for any small office or home office environment. Print Speed (A4): up
to 27ppm
FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
Print Resolution: Up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,500 pages
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Auto-Duplex Printing

Stay productive with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save time,
save paper and save the environment by printing double-sided
documents.

35-sheet Auto Document Feeder

A 35-sheet Auto Document Feeder (ADF) performs automated batch
copying and scanning of multi-page document originals.

Built-In PCL Language

The MF244dw comes standard with PCL language, enabling the printer to
work with a wide range of business applications.

Vari-Angle Operation Panel

Adopting a vari-angle operation panel design, users are able to tilt the
panel according to own preference as well as easy operation. This design
also provides flexibility in terms of device placement, be it being placed on
ground level or on pedestal.

One-Touch Solution Keys

Tap on the convenience of One-Touch Solution Keys, which are task-
dedicated buttons that simplify operations with minimal button-pushing for
frequently performed tasks.
     

Direct Connection
 
The imageCLASS MF244dw has built in Access Point capability, enabling
easy connection to mobile devices without a router.

Wireless Connectivity

The image CLASS MF244dw has wireless connectivity, increasing your
productivity and allowing you to print from almost anywhere in your home
or office.

Greater Mobility Anywhere

Armed with a suite of Canon applications as well as support for third party
print solutions, you can now print and scan directly from your smartphone
or tablet without the use of a computer.
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Brand CANON
MODEL LASER LASER SHOT LBP5970

CANON LASER LASER SHOT LBP5970

Description

Commanding printing solutions 

Features:

Experience a new level of office productivity with the quick and reliable
LBP5970, which delivers large A3 documents at 9600dpi with quick warm-
up time for fast, energy-efficient printing.

- Colour laser printer
- Media: A3, A4, Letter and more
- Print speed (A4): up to 32ppm
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 3,000 - 10,000 pages

32/30ppm A3 printing

Print crisp and clear black & white and colour documents, presentations
and more in the professional laser quality you demand. With super-fast
printouts of 32 pages per minute for black & white and 30 pages per
minute for colour on A3 paper, this printer delivers speed and quality in
one.

UFR II: Ultra-fast prints

This LASER SHOT uses Canon's Canon’s Ultra Fast Rendering (UFR II)
architecture to efficiently distribute data processing load between printer
and PC. UFR II ensures printers have a consistent print rate, unaffected
by changes in data size or print environment. This enables the printer to
achieve dramatically increased processing speeds compared to
conventional print architectures. With UFR II and additional built-in PCL
5e/6 drivers this laser printer integrates easily into your business workflow
for the most efficient output.

Network-ready

Network printing is made possible with the printer’s built-in networking
standard for fast, easy printing within small workgroups or offices. A suite
of Canon network software is also available, including NetSpot Device,
NetSpot Console and Remote UI to allow users to manage and control
tasks such as checking printer status, monitoring prints or deleting jobs.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 8,620.00
MODEL LBP841Cdn

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP841Cdn

Description

A3 colour laser for the dynamic business.

Features: 

Created for bigger possibilities, the imageCLASS LBP841Cdn features
blazing print speeds with easy operation, ensuring reliable performance
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and stunning quality.

- Print speed (A4: Mono / Colour): up to 26ppm
- FPOT (A4: Mono / Colour): 7.9 / 9.9secs.
- Max. paper input capacity: Up to 2,000 sheets
- Print Resolution: Up to 9,600 (equivalent) x 600dpi
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 1,250 - 8,000 pages

Amazing Print Speeds

Enhance your productivity with this high-speed laser printer which
produces printouts of up to 26ppm (A4) for both colour and monochrome,
with the first printout in less than 10 seconds.

Versatile Media Handling

Designed with versatility in mind, the imageCLASS LBP841Cdn allows
printing on various paper sizes (A3 to A5), as well as on different paper
media (plain to coated paper). On top of the standard 250 sheet cassette
and 100 sheet multipurpose tray, the total paper input capacity an be
increased to 2,000 sheets, minimizing the frequency to replenish paper.

Energy Efficient

The imageCLASS LBP841Cdn minimizes environmental impact with its
low power consumption in standby and sleep modes, making it one of the
most energy-efficient printers in its class.

Seamless Network Connectivity

With built-in Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, the imageCLASS LBP841Cdn
can be shared in the network environment, capable of handling the most
demanding workload. It also comes with the widely-used PCL print
language, enabling the printer to work with a wide range of business
applications.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Enjoy fuss-free and low maintenance operation with the compact All-in-
One Cartridge 335E. Availability of the high-yield toners (Cartridge 335)
ensures continuous high quality printouts at a lower cost-per-page.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon's latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 6,940.00
MODEL LBP8780x

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP8780x

Description

A3 monochrome laser printer for the high productivity office

Features:

Powerful and fast monochrome printer with 100% duplex productivity,
PCL5e/6 and PostScript3 language support and Canon MEAP integration
Print speed (A4): up to 40ppm
Duplex print speed (A4) of up to 40ipm (20 pages)
Max. paper input capacity of up to 2,000 sheets
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 4,000 - 10,000 pages

On Demand Fixing Technology

Canon's proprietary technology On-Demand Fixing consume less power
and warm up quickly compared to the conventional fusing roller designs,
enabling a fast warm up time and quick first print.

Auto-Duplex Printing

The built-in duplex print engine in LBP8780x effectively cuts paper usage
to half while maintaining duplex print productivity with 100% efficiency.
Printing 20 pages of double-sided document is now as fast as printing 40
pages of single-sided document.

High Paper Input Capacity

The standard 250-sheet cassette and 100-sheet multi-purpose tray,
together with optional 550-sheet Paper Feeder brings the maximum total
paper input capacity to a massive 2,000 sheets, suitable to handle large
volume print job.

Mobile Printing Enabled

Increase flexibility and document mobility by printing directly from USB
flash memory. Tiff, JPEG, PDF and XPS files are supported.

USB Direct Printing

Increase flexibility and document mobility by printing directly from USB
flash memory. TIFF, JPEG, PDF and XPS files are supported.

MEAP-enabled, uniFLOW compatible

MEAP, a Java-based platform for developing applications, is built-in so
the LBP8780x can be incorporated into solutions – such as uniFLOW,
which simplifies print output management while reducing cost.
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Minimal Maintenance

The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge 333 integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making cartridge replacements easy. Optional high capacity
cartridge 333H is available for customer with high volume printing,
reducing the frequency of replacing cartridge even further.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 3,770.00
MODEL LBP8100n

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP8100n

Description

A3 Monochrome Printer for Relentless Productivity

Features:

The ideal solution for a small-medium office or workgroup environment.
Increase your productivity and achieve professional quality monochrome
prints.
Print speed: Up to 30ppm (A4) / 15 ppm (A3)
FPOT (A4): 9.3secs.
Max. paper input capacity: Up to 2,000 sheets
Print resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 2,000 - 5,000 pages

On-Demand Fixing Technology

Manage your workload and keep productivity levels high. With Canon's
proprietary technology On-Demand Fixing technology, you can expect a
faster warm up time and quick First Print Out Time of a mere 9.3 seconds.

High-Capacity Paper Handling

Other than the standard 250-sheets cassette and 100-sheets multi-
purpose tray, the total paper input capacity of LBP8100n can be expanded
to a hefty 2,000 sheets with optional paper feeders, minimizing the need
for frequent replenishments.

2-sided Printing (Optional)

Do your part for the environment! With the optional Duplex Unit (DU-D1),
you have the flexibility to print on both sides of the paper, reducing the
carbon footprint and operational costs.

Network Printing

Connect to existing network with built-in Ethernet. Rely on the Remote UI
feature to manage and control tasks such as checking printer status,
monitoring prints or deleting jobs.

Single Cartridge System

Save time and effort with Canon All-in-One cartridge system. With the
integration of photosensitive drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one
compact package, it allows you to replace the cartridge in seconds.
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Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 

Brand CANON
Price MYR 5,780.00
MODEL LBP7780Cx

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP7780Cx

Description

Fast Colour Printer With Network

Features:

Powerful, smart and fast colour printer that thrives in demanding office
environments.
FPOT (A4: Mono / Colour): 10.2 / 10.4secs
Print speed (A4: Mono / Colour): up to to 32ppm
Print, Auto-Duplex, Gigabit Ethernet, MEAP, Direct PDF Print
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 1,250 - 5,000 pages

Fast Colour Printing

Save time with this high-speed laser printer, which prints 32ppm (A4) for
both colour and monochrome, with a first printout in just 10.2secs.

PCL5c / PCL6, and Adobe PostScript 3

The LBP7780Cx supports industry standard PCL5c/6 and Adobe®
PostScript printing. With 93 scalable PCL fonts and 136 PostScript fonts,
the LBP7780Cx is designed to fit into any installation environment.

Auto-Duplex Printing

Increase productivity with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save on
paper costs and reduce your environmental impact.

Direct Print from USB Storage

Increase flexibility and document mobility by printing directly from USB
flash memory. Tiff, JPEG, PDF and XPS files are supported.

5-Line LCD Display

An animated 5-line LCD display allows more information to be available at
a glance, and makes device management and maintenance easier.

Designed for High-Volume Printing

A 500-sheets cassette and 100-sheets multi-purpose tray comes as a
standard. An optional 500-sheet cassette provides a total paper supply of
1100 sheets to handle even the heaviest workloads.

Low Power Consumption

The LBP7780Cx reduces environmental impact with Sleep Mode power
consumption as low as 1W. Energy Star Typical Energy Consumption
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(TEC) is 1.6kWh/week, making it amongst the lowest against printers in
its class.

MEAP-enabled, uniFLOW compatible:

MEAP, a Java-based platform for developing applications, is built-in so
the LBP7780Cx can be incorporated into solutions – such as uniFLOW,
which simplifies print output management while reducing cost.

All-in-One Toner Cartridge 332 Series

Canon's All-in-One cartridge – containing toner and all essential parts –
can be replaced in seconds. An optional high capacity black toner
cartridge means even less downtime replacing toners.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 3,890.00
MODEL LBP7680Cx

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP7680Cx

Description

The total printing solution with secure printing functionality 

Features: 

The imageCLASS LBP7680Cx features PCL and Postscript support with
auto duplex printing and Canon MEAP integration.

- FPOT (A4): 7.8secs.
- Print speed (A4: Mono / Colour): up to to 20 / 20ppm
- Gigabit Ethernet support
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 750 - 2,000 pages

On Demand Fixing Technology

Canon's proprietary On-Demand Fixing Technology transfers heat directly
to the ceramic heating element, reducing warm-up time to the bare
minimum and enabling a quick first print.

Automatic 2-sided printing

The built-in duplex printing engine allows automatic 2-sided printing.The
built-in duplex printing engine allows automatic 2-sided printing.

USB Direct Printing

Users can print directly from USB flash memory. PDF, JPEG, TIFF and
XPS file formats are supported.

Built-in PCL and Postscript support

The imageCLASS LBP7680Cx offers PCL 5c / 6 and Postscript 3 support
as a standard. 

Canon MEAP-embedded

The imageCLASS LBP7680Cx is the first Canon single-function printer to
feature Multifunctional Embedded Application Platform (MEAP) as a
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standard. MEAP is a Java-based platform that allows applications to
reside within the device, allowing server-based secure print authentication
and cost-accounting compatibility with the Canon uniFLOW architecture.

Minimal maintenance

The imageCLASS LBP7680Cx uses the all-in-one Toner Cartridge 318
(Cyan / Magenta / Yellow / Black). The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge
design integrates the photosensitive drum, cleaning unit and toner
reservoir in one compact package, saving costs and making toner
replacements easy.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 2,950.00
MODEL LASER SHOT LBP7200Cdn

CANON LASER SHOT LBP7200Cdn

Description

Fast. Professional. Impactful. 

Features:

Meet the perfect colour printing investment. The network-ready
LBP7200Cdn lets you save with auto duplex printing and combines speed
and brilliant laser quality for a business partner out of the box.
Colour laser printer
Media: A4, Letter and more
Print speed (A4): up to 20ppm
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 1,000 pages

20ppm colour / mono A4

Print crisp black & white or colour documents, presentations and more in
the professional laser quality you demand. With super-fast printouts of 20
pages per minute for black & white and colour on A4 paper, this printer
delivers speed and quality in one.

Network-ready

Network printing is made possible with the printer’s built-in networking
standard for fast, easy printing within small workgroups or offices. A suite
of Canon network software is also available, including NetSpot Device,
NetSpot Console and Remote UI to allow users to manage and control
tasks such as checking printer status, monitoring prints or deleting jobs.

CAPT 3.0 processing power

By harnessing the power of Canon Advanced Printing Technology (CAPT)
and Hi-ScoA (High Smart Compression Architecture), this printer is able to
process image data faster than conventional printers. What Hi-ScoA does
is compressing print data into smaller sizes for quick transferring from
computer to printer with CAPT. The result is superior print speeds without
any expensive printer memory upgrades.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,400.00
MODEL LBP7110Cw

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP7110Cw
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Description

Fast Colour Printer With Wi-Fi 

Features:

Compact A4 laser printer that offers up to 14ppm in both colour and black
and white. Built-in Wi-Fi makes it the ideal choice for small businesses
and home offices.

- FPOT (A4): 18secs.
- Print, Wired LAN, Wireless LAN
- Print speed (A4; Mono / Colour): up to to 14ppm
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 200 - 1,000 pages

Fast Colour Printing

Save time with this high-speed laser printer, which prints 14ppm (A4) for
both colour and mono and has a First Printout Time of 18 seconds.

Wi-Fi (supports Wi-Fi Protected Setup)

In addition to wired LAN, the LBP7110Cw supports wireless
iEEE802.11b/g/n standards. WPS Push Button Configuration is also
supported for easy connection to secured wireless networks.

Sleek, Contemporary Design

A sleek contemporary design, coupled with low-profile and small footprint
means that this device integrates seamlessly into any environment,
lending an unmistakeable touch of class.

Low Power Consumption

The LBP7110Cw reduces environmental impact with Sleep Mode power
consumption as low as 0.9W. Energy Star Typical Energy Consumption
(TEC) is 1.0kWh/week, making it amongst the lowest against printers in
its class.

All-in-One Toner Cartridge 331 Series

Canon's All-in-One cartridge – containing toner and all essential parts –
can be replaced in seconds. A higher yield black toner cartridge means
even less downtime replacing toners.

Price MYR 1,180.00
MODEL LBP7100Cn

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP7100Cn

Description

Fast Colour Printer With Network 

Features:

Networkable A4 laser printer that offers up to 14ppm in both colour and
black and white.

- FPOT (A4): 18secs.
- Print, Wired LAN
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- Print speed (A4; Mono / Colour): up to to 14ppm
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 200 - 1,000 pages

Fast Colour Printing

Save time with this high-speed laser printer, which prints 14ppm (A4) for
both colour and mono and has a First Printout Time of 18 seconds.

Network Printing

The LBP7100Cn comes with wired LAN connectivity, for easy sharing of
print resources with other users located in the same network

Sleek, Contemporary Design

A sleek contemporary design, coupled with low-profile and small footprint
means that this device integrates seamlessly into any environment,
lending an unmistakeable touch of class.

Low Power Consumption

The LBP7100Cn reduces environmental impact with Sleep Mode power
consumption as low as 0.9W. Energy Star Typical Energy Consumption
(TEC) is 1.0kWh/week, making it amongst the lowest against printers in
its class.

All-in-One Toner Cartridge 331 Series

Canon's All-in-One cartridge - containing toner and all essential parts –
can be replaced in seconds. A higher yield black toner cartridge means
even less downtime replacing toners.

Price MYR 950.00
MODEL LBP7018C

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP7018C

Description

Entry-level colour laser printer that is cost-effective and energy
efficient

Features:

The imageCLASS LBP7018C comes with nifty features that every home
or small office will appreciate.

- Colour laser printer
- Media: A4, Letter and more
- Print speed: up to 16/17ppm (A4/Letter, monochrome), 4ppm (A4/Letter,
colour)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 100 - 500 pages

Easy Toner Replacement

An intelligent toner replacement system rotates the depleted colour
cartridge automatically to the top-most position for convenient
replacement.
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CAPT 3.0

By harnessing the power of Canon Advanced Printing Technology (CAPT)
and Hi-SCoA (High Smart Compression Architecture), this printer is able
to process image data faster than conventional printers. Hi-ScoA
compresses print data into smaller sizes for quick transferring from
computer to printer with CAPT. The result is superior print speeds without
any expensive printer memory upgrades.

Low Energy Consumption

To boost energy conservation, the imageCLASS LBP7018C draws
minimal power, as low as 1.1W in Sleep mode for excellent energy
efficiency and being an excellent environmentally friendly printer for
everyday usage.

Price MYR 6,650.00

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP352x

Description

Superior & Reliable Performance You Need. 

Features:

Achieve ultimate print productivity with lightning-fast print speed and high
paper input capacities with the new imageCLASS LBP352x.

- Print speed (A4): up to 62ppm
- FPOT (A4): 7secs.
- Max. paper input capacity: Up to 3,600 sheets
- Print Resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 5,000 - 20,000 pages

Support Multiple Printing Environments

With built-in Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, the imageCLASS LBP352x can
be shared in any network environment, capable of handling the most
demanding workload. It also comes standard with PCL and Adobe
PostScript print languages, allowing the easy integration with a wide range
of business applications.

Secure Print

Be assured of document confidentality with the Secure Print function. With
this, highly confidential documents will only be released with the input of
correct PIN number, effectively keeping sensitive information from
unintended recipients.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Enjoy fuss-free and low maintenance operation with the All-in-One
Cartridge 039. A higher yield toner of 25,000 pages (Cartridge 039H)
allows you to continuously print high quality output, at the same time
reducing operating costs.

Expandable Paper Capacity

On top of the standard 500-sheet cassette and 100-sheet multipurpose
tray, the imageCLASS LBP352x has multiple paper options to expand its
paper handling capability to as much as 3,600 sheets, minimizing the
frequency to replenish paper.
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Flexible Media Handling

For high-speed A5 printing or printing on small media, simply replace the
standard paper cassette with the optional A5 Cassette A1 or Custom
Media Cassette-A1.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app.

Price MYR 5,630.00

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP351x

Description

Superior & Reliable Performance You Need.

Features:

Achieve ultimate print productivity with lightning-fast print speed and high
paper input capacities with the new imageCLASS LBP351x.

- Print speed (A4): up to 55ppm
- FPOT (A4): 7.2secs.
- Max. paper input capacity: Up to 3,600 sheets
- Print Resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 3,000 - 16,000 pages

Support Multiple Printing Environments

With built-in Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, the imageCLASS LBP351x can
be shared in any network environment, capable of handling the most
demanding workload. It also comes standard with PCL and Adobe
PostScript print languages, allowing the easy integration with a wide range
of business applications.

Secure Print

Be assured of document confidentality with the Secure Print function. With
this, highly confidential documents will only be released with the input of
correct PIN number, effectively keeping sensitive information from
unintended recipients.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Enjoy fuss-free and low maintenance operation with the All-in-One
Cartridge 039. A higher yield toner of 25,000 pages (Cartridge 039H)
allows you to continuously print high quality output, at the same time
reducing operating costs.

Expandable Paper Capacity

On top of the standard 500-sheet cassette and 100-sheet multipurpose
tray, the imageCLASS LBP351x has multiple paper options to expand its
paper handling capability to as much as 3,600 sheets, minimizing the
frequency to replenish paper.
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Flexible Media Handling

For high-speed A5 printing or printing on small media, simply replace the
standard paper cassette with the optional A5 Cassette A1 or Custom
Media Cassette-A1.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app.

Price MYR 4,200.00

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP6780x

Description

Powerful A4 Monochrome Printer with Auto-Duplex Printing And
Network

Features:

Powerful, smart and fast monochrome printer that thrives in demanding
office environments.

- Print, Auto-Duplex, Gigabit Ethernet, MEAP
- FPOT (A4): 8.6secs.
- Print speed: up to 40ppm (A4)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 1,500 - 5,000 pages

Fast Printing

Save time with this high-speed laser printer, which prints 40ppm (A4) and
has a First Printout Time of 8.6 seconds.

PCL5e/PCL6, and Adobe PostScript 3

The LBP6780x supports industry standard PCL5e/6 and Adobe®
PostScript printing. With 93 scalable PCL fonts and 136 PostScript fonts,
the LBP6780x is designed to fit into any installation environment.

Auto-Duplex Printing

Increase productivity with the built-in auto duplex printing engine. Save on
paper costs and reduce your environmental impact.

Direct Print from USB Storage

Increase flexibility and document mobility by printing directly from USB
flash memory. Tiff, JPEG, PDF and XPS files are supported.

5-Line LCD Display

An animated 5-line LCD display allows more information to be available at
a glance, and makes device management and maintenance easier.

Designed for High-Volume Printing

A 500-sheets cassette and 100-sheets multi-purpose tray comes as a
standard. Up-to two additional 500-sheet cassettes can be added,
increasing maximum paper capacity to 1,600 sheets.
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Low Power Consumption

The LBP6780x reduces environmental impact with Sleep Mode power
consumption as low as 1W. Energy Star Typical Energy Consumption
(TEC) is 1.9kWh/week, making it amongst the lowest against printers in
its class.

MEAP-enabled, uniFLOW compatible:

MEAP, a Java-based platform for developing applications, is built-in so
the LBP6780x can be incorporated into solutions – such as uniFLOW,
which simplifies print output management while reducing cost.

All-in-One Toner Cartridge 324 Series

Canon’s All-in-One cartridge – containing toner and all essential parts –
can be replaced in seconds. An optional high capacity Cartridge 324 II
means even less downtime replacing toners.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,670.00
MODEL LBP253x

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP253x

Description

Features:

Reliable and full-featured printer equipped with all the office essentials
such as WiFi, UniFLOW and mobile printing capabilities.

- Print speed (A4): up to 33ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Max. Paper Input Capacity: Up to 800 sheets
- Print Resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 750 - 3,000 pages

Automatic Duplex Printing

Do your part for the environment with the automatic duplex printing
feature. Print on both sides to reduce paper wastage while reducing the
carbon footprint and operational costs.

Wireless Printing

Connect seamlessly with this Wi-Fi, network ready printer. Set up a
wireless network for multiple users instantly with just one-touch of the
WPS button on the printer and router.

Secure Print

Manage the level of confidentiality of sensitive documents with the Secure
Print function. Print jobs will only be released upon successful
authentication at the printer.

3.5 inch Color Touch Screen Interface

With the 3.5-inch colour LCD touch screen display, you can now
customize your favourite settings as shortcut buttons on the well-designed
menus for easy access, saving time on set-up and maintenance.
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uniFLOW Compatible

LBP253x supports uniFLOW output management solution, allowing you to
track print jobs to individuals, departments, as well as providing user
based reporting.

PCL 6 and Adobe PostScript 3

The LBP253x supports industry standard PCL 6 and Adobe® PostScript
printing, designed to fit into any installation environment.

Mobile Printing Solution

With Canon's latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 1,450.00
MODEL LBP251dw

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP251dw

Description

Features: 

Experience clutter-free productivity with the compact and wireless duplex
printing imageCLASS LBP251dw.

- Print speed (A4): up to 30ppm
- FPOT (A4): 6.0secs.
- Max. Paper Input Capacity: Up to 800 sheets
- Print Resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 2,500 pages

Automatic Duplex Printing

Do your part for the environment with the automatic duplex printing
feature. Print on both sides to reduce paper wastage while reducing the
carbon footprint and operational costs.

Wireless Printing

Connect seamlessly with this Wi-Fi, network ready printer. Set up a
wireless network for multiple users instantly with just one-touch of the
WPS button on the printer and router.

High-Capacity Paper Handling

Other than the standard 250-sheets cassette and 50-sheets multi-purpose
tray, the total paper input capacity can be expanded up to 800 sheets with
an optional 500-sheet paper feeder, minimizing the need for frequent
replenishments.

Built-In PCL language

In addition to Canon's proprietary UFR II print language, the LBP251dw
also comes standard with PCL language, ensuring easy integration into
most office print environments.

5-Line LCD Display
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Navigate and configure the printer setting easily with the 5-line LCD
display. More information is now available at a glance, facilitating device
management and maintenance.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon's latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app.

Price MYR 1,000.00
MODEL LBP151dw

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP151dw

Description

Features:

Connect wirelessly and do automatic duplex printing with imageCLASS
LBP151dw.

- Print Speed (A4): up to 27ppm
- FPOT (A4): 8.0secs.
- Max. paper input capacity: Up to 251 sheets
- Print resolution: up to 1200 x 1200dpi (equivalent)
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 1,500 pages

On-Demand Fixing Technology

Manage your workload and keep productivity levels high. With Canon’s
proprietary technology On-Demand Fixing technology, you can expect to
receive your printouts within seconds, with a First Print Out Time of just 8
seconds.

Automatic Duplex Printing

Do your part for the environment! With the automatic duplex printing
feature, you have the flexibility to print on both sides of the paper,
reducing the carbon footprint and operational costs.

Built-In PCL language

The LBP151dw comes standard with PCL language, enabling the printer
to work with a wide range of business applications.

Wireless Printing

Connect seamlessly with this Wi-Fi, network ready printer. Set up a
wireless network for multiple users instantly with just one-touch of the
WPS button on the printer and router.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon's latest mobile business solution, you can print and scan
documents, photos, web pages and emails all with just one app.

All-in-One Cartridge System

Save time and effort with Canon All-in-One toner cartridge system. With
the integration of photosensitive drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in
one compact package, it allows you to replace the cartridge in 1 single
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step without any mess or hassle.

Brand CANON
Price MYR 740.00
MODEL LBP6230dn

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP6230dn

Description

Features:

Compact and user friendly, the LBP6230dn will let you achieve high-
quality monochrome prints at up to 1200 x 1200dpi for brilliant text and
image documents.

- Print speed (A4): up to 25ppm
- Auto duplex printing
- Wired LAN
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 500 - 1,500 pages

High print speed

Save time and enhance productivity, with high print speed of up to 25ppm
(A4) and fast First Print Out Time of 6 seconds.

UFR II LT

With Canon UFR II LT print language, the printer takes full advantage of
the PC's processing power. UFR II LT effectively removes the need for
expensive memory upgrades on the printer.

Minimal Maintenance

The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge 326 integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making cartridge replacements easy.

Low Energy Consumption

The printer can be configured to enter sleep mode and auto shutdown
after it remains idle for a specified length of time, consuming less energy.
With a low Typical Electricity Consumption value of 0.7kWh/week, it is
easy to be kind to the environment while saving cost.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 

Network ready

The LBP6230dn is equipped with wired LAN that allows multiple users on
an existing network to share the printer. Use the Remote UI to manage
and control tasks such as checking printer status, monitoring prints or
deleting jobs.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 420.00
MODEL LBP6030w

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP6030w

Description

Features:

Compact and efficient, the LBP6030w is designed to help save space and
perform high-speed print jobs, with low energy consumption. Set up
wireless printing effortlessly with the WPS button.

- Sleep mode and Auto Shutdown feature
- Print speed (A4): 18ppm
- Canon Mobile Printing enabled
- Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 200 - 800 pages

On Demand Fixing Technology

Canon's proprietary technology On-Demand Fixing consume less power
and warm up quickly compared to the conventional fusing roller designs,
enabling a fast warm up time and quick first print.

Mobile Printing Solutions

With Canon’s latest mobile business solution, you can print documents,
photos, web pages and emails all with just one app. 

Minimal Maintenance

The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge 325 integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making cartridge replacements easy.

Low Energy Consumption

The printer can be configured to enter sleep mode and auto shutdown
after it remains idle for a specified length of time, consuming less energy.
With a low Energy Star Typical Electricity Consumption value of
0.48kWh/week, it is easy to be kind to the environment while saving cost.

UFR II LT

With Canon UFR II LT print language, the printer takes full advantage of
the PC's processing power. UFR II LT effectively removes the need for
expensive memory upgrades on the printer.

WPS Button

The LBP6030w comes with the WPS button located on the printer. Set up
a Wi-Fi connection for wireless printing, with just one-touch of the WPS
button on the printer and router.
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Brand CANON
Price MYR 340.00
MODEL LBP6030

CANON LASER PRINTER LBP6030

Description

Features: 

Compact and efficient, the LBP6030 is designed to help save space and
perform high-speed print jobs, with low energy consumption.

Sleep mode and Auto Shutdown feature
Print speed (A4): 18ppm
Recommended Monthly Print Volume: 200 - 800 pages

On Demand Fixing Technology

Canon's proprietary technology On-Demand Fixing consume less power
and warm up quickly compared to the conventional fusing roller designs,
enabling a fast warm up time and quick first print.

UFR II LT

With Canon UFR II LT print language, the printer takes full advantage of
the PC's processing power. UFR II LT effectively removes the need for
expensive memory upgrades on the printer.

Minimal Maintenance

The Canon all-in-one toner cartridge 325 integrates the photosensitive
drum, cleaning unit and toner reservoir in one compact package, saving
costs and making cartridge replacements easy.

Low Energy Consumption

The printer can be configured to enter sleep mode and auto shutdown
after it remains idle for a specified length of time, consuming less energy.
With a low Energy Star Typical Electricity Consumption value of 0.48
kWh/week, it is easy to be kind to the environment while saving cost.

Tel 04-730 5216
Fax 04-735 5216
E-Mail 3gmarketing@gmail.com

3G Marketing Sdn. Bhd.

No. 13, Taman Delima, Off Jalan Gangsa, 05150, Alor Star, Kedah, Malaysia
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